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Abstract - R38u'latory pressure in the form of EPA mandated
contingeDcy plauuing, self-moniaoritrg/reporting and capital
itrvestment for pollution preventiotr is progressively ramping up,
Offshore and onshore oil ard gas producers, retiners, atrd
distributors are increasingly subjected to regulations, public
advocacy groups, and corporate stewardship policies attempting
to minimize hazardous byproducts from energy
production/traDsmissiotr deemed harmful to the surrounding
eDvirotrment and coDrmunities.

This paper discusses developmetrt of atr oil rpill detection and
alarm system aimed to help industry meet tiese cballenges by
providing a cost saving mechanism that etrables containmetrt
and/or preyention of accidetrtal discharges. This helps protect
busiress itrterests, the surrounding environment, and tbe
cotrsuDer coDstituetrcy wbo require reliable atrd ecotromic oil, gas
and power -balarced rvifl expectstiotrs for cleaD wrter and air.

By utilizing an automated spill detectioB system, hydrocarbotr
releases are detected in real time (much like a smoke alarm).
Early warning and autometed resporse caprbilities allow

2---qontaitrment of pollution before the envirorDent, wildlife, public
. ,aterwayq or commercial assets ere damaged. No harm' tro foul,
lr. -nd no unwanted headlines for the etrergy producer (slssb)
fculprit! It also plsces a key new weapotr itr the pollution

preveltion arsenal offering HSE personnel a key compliance tool
in accordance I'ith NPDES, SPCC and other regulatious
stipulating spill prevention, plantritrg atrd response.

This paper details: 1) Development ofa reliable, economlcal,
optical, non contact, hydrocarbon pollution detectlon sensor, the
"Slick Sleuth"; 2) Perfornrance results for an array of real-world
applications and differing oils, 3) atrd lastly discusses applic&tiotrs
and deplolment opportunities for which this new technology
provides a viablg essy to use tool for regulatory complislce atrd
realization of cost benelits associated with minimizing spill risk.

Design f€etures have evolved to reflect f€edback from existlng
itrdustrial users, as well as input from environmental colsultants
and regulatory agencies. These lnclude: l) Nesr-zero
maintetrance - the system employs I downward lookiDg &bove'
weter sensor. This technique eliminates problems .$sociated with
cotrtacting in-water oil or debris, bio fouliDg, ice' t[rbidity, etc.
2) High-sensitivity - the sensor has demoEstrsted reliabl€ Dicron-
level detection for a comprebensive range of oils (from crude oils
to jet-A), and 3) Flexibility - the sersor is adaptable to a Mde
range of itrstsllation settiDgs 8trd applicatiors' offers Dumerous
signal output and actuation options, and operates hardwired (AC
power and cabled dats) or iemotely (solar power and wireless
communicalioo).

ln summary rd€ emphasize how atry iDdustrial operatioD that
functionally produces, stores' uses or traDsports hydrocerlrons'

-"-\an best employ detection sedsor and atard to strategically eDioy
^ ost-betrefits, streDgth€n coEpliancg aDd diminate tbe erpetrse

|yend had nublicitr idheretrt *ith accideutat sDills.

I. INTRODUCTION

Oil spills both large a:rd small are a problematic
consideration thro"shout the world. Wi& continued
dependence on fossil fuels and oil derivative products, there is
more production. transportation, storage, and use of oils than
ever before. Yet while oil spill prevention aad response are
growing concems, rt seems the new metlodologies and
tecbnologies necessary to protect ourselves and the
environment are being severely outpaced by gro*th, demand,
and tbe omnipresence ofoil.

ln developrng an oil spill detection sensor our goal was to
create an early waming mechanism for surface spills in the
marine environment, analogous to a 'smoke alarm' for oil
spills. While our scope has since expanded to inolude a much
wider range of applications and features, the fundamental
sensor attributes we listed as goals have remaiaed: 1) reliable
detection of oil sheens and slicks on water surfaces, 2) optical
based sensor design, 3) detection without sensor contacting
water/effluent, 4) completely autonomous operation" 5)
operable in excess of 5 meter tidal range, 6) adaptable and
scaleable, 7) easy to deploy and operate, and 8) commercially
viable; low cost, low maintenance sensor package.

These goals have been met with many twists and tums
along the way. This paper describes the scientific principal
upon which the sensor is based, provides a soapshot of our
development process over tle past couple of years, and details
the now fully-developed features and capabilities. The paper
also examines side-by-side test results and attibutes of the
development systems, examines numerous applications for
which thd sensor is suited to provide real-time spill monitoring,
and finally looks at the next steps in the spill detector's
evolution a.nd how it may be used to gr€atest advantage in
differing industries and applications.

We're hopefirl that the _development of this oil spill
detection system, Slick Sleuth"", will help significantly reduce
frequency and size of oil spills by providing remote detection
and early warning/alarm capabilities previously unavailable.
Initiating this development effort, we reasoned ttrat prcvention
and early containment of spills benefits everyone; the public at
large, stakeholders of watersheds and waterways, business
interests (spills are expensive), and the ecology of natrual
habitats and $e envirooment as a whole. Spill prevention
tlrough remote early waming is the proverbial '\fiin-win".

Bolstered by successful test results, meeting our design
objectives, and favorable user feedback from installed field



units, we're reassrued that Slick Sleuth* provides users a
powerfirl new tool to aid in prevention/early containment of
spills. While studying problems and solutions related to oil
spills and development of spill detectors, we have also
'developed' greater appreciation for the credo "an ounce of
prevention is wonb a pound ofcure".

Fig. 1. Basic operation of sensor

II. PRINCIPLE OF DE-TECTION

Oils are kno.*n to fluoresce and the Slick Sleuth" detects
the presence of oil by exciting and measuring fluorescence.
Fluorescence is an optical phenomenon in which a compound
absorbs ligbt at one wavelengtl and emits it at a longer
wavelenglh [1]. Wlen fluorescent compounds are bombarded
with light, some of the energy is absorbed through the
excitation of electrons to higher energy states. Once the light
source is removed, the oxcited electrons fall back to their
ground state giving off ligbt in the process. This process is
very similar to whai makes glow in the dark materials possible,
except it takes place in a much shorter period of time. Because
some erergy is lost as heat in the absorption-enission prooess,
the wavelength of the emitied light is always longer than the
wavelength of the absorbed light. Typically the absorbed light
is in the ultrayiolet range and the emitted light is in the visible
range. For example, oils typically absorb light betwsen 300
and 400nm and emit Ught ir the 450 to 650nm rarge.

Fluorescence detection is by no means a new
technology. Many systems (some quite elaborate and
expensive) use spectroscopy to detect fluorescence. Other
systems employ similar methods of detection but do so in the
form of flow tirough or in-water systems. At least one such
in-water sysiem uses a buoy that samples passing water for
fluorescence. ln-v/ater systems t,,pically require much more

maintenance and are susceptible to bio fouling and debris
inherent with in water deplolment. The flow through
tecbdque can also be susceptible to bio fouling and oil staining
on the-,sampling tube or mechanism. By contrast the Slick
Sleuth " unit is a dow:rward looking, non-cootact optical
sensor, which is installed above the water ard free of these
fouling effects.

Within the sensor a high power Xenon lamp is used to
produce light in the range of 190-1200nm. This tight is then
filtered and focused into a conical beam so only desired
wavelengths of light are projected onto the target area. Any oil
present in the target area will fluoresce atld subsequendy emit
light ofcharacteristic wavelengtls. This light is then processed
by the Slick Sleuth's proprietary optics and signal processing
system which allows only certain wavelengtbs of light,
characteristic of oil fluorescence, to pass. Fluoresced light
from any oil present is then deiected by one or more photo
detectors.

III. INITIAL STAGES OF DEVELOPMENT

Armed with a basic understanding of the principals of
fluorescence, along with our list of desired sensor attribut€s
and goals, we began studying the physical characteristics of oil
and experinenting with various light sources, optics, and
detectors. Tbere is an exhaustive list of oils and petroleum
based fluids, commonly referred to as PAH (Poly Aromatic
Hyclrocarbons) and BTEX compounds @enzene, Toluele,
Ethylene, Xylene), all ofwhich warrant detection. We focused
our efforts on some of those that are most or€valent or deemed
of greatest concern. These included but were not limited to:
crude, heavy fuel oil (e.g. "Buker C'), lube oil, motor oil, \J
hyclraulic oil, diesel, jet fuel, keros€ne, mineral oil, various
process oils, and others. We also examined a number of food
oils such as soybeaa, com, and olive oil.

It is important to note that different oils within these major
'classifications'; e.g. "diesel fuel-oil", originate from many
diff€rcnt sources, contain varying additives, and consist of
differing concentrations and corlpositions. From product to
product within a givetr class of oils there is some variability in
fluorescence characteristics and how the oil/pollutants will
respond or 'appear' when 'excited' with UV light.

The seasor's detection of oil is predicateal upon
differential measurcment, meardng it is based on anomalous
siglal retum within a target area when oil is present (as
opposed to not present). If oil is present, the signal retum is
proportional to the PAH or aromatic constituents (contained in
almost all petroleum products) within the 'viewing' or
sampling area. For purposes of this study our results are
particula( to the specific oils that were tested at the given time
and set of conditions. We found that the results gained from
testinS specific products can be used to successfully predict or
infer that the sensor sirnilarly succeeds in detecting most or all
oils in that given 'class' despite slight variations from product
to product. Moreover, for users with particular oils of concem,
it is a simple exercise to test samples of the oil againsi the f1.
detector in a factory/laboratoJy simulation or actual field ./
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ervironment to veri4' high probability of detection for those
specific products, thus insuring that the sensor provides a

,-auccessfu I monitoring solution.

tt The following frgure illustrates our initial characterization- 
of oils when exposed to a broadband IIV light source. The
results are from tests perlormed during the development of tlle
insaument. The tests werc conducted using a laboratory light
source and rcceptor, and while we have repeated this test with
differing equipment and intent many times since, these results
exhibit a representative estimate or benchmark for various oils
fluorescence in the spectrum when irradiated with a UV light
source. For reference, a more tlorough treatnent of this topic
is addressed by M. Fingas and C. Brown, in their paper entitled
"Review of Oil Spill Remote Sensing" [2].

Fig, 2, Relative fluorescence ofvarious hydrocarbons,

As the result of laboratory experimeNrtation, a high
powered Xenon strobe was solectod for the sensor's integral
light source, and was coupled urith a suitable power supply.
This same flash and power supply proved to be extremely
effective as the light source used duri-ng development, and
eventually for production units, thrcughoul the Slick Sleutb
sensor evolution. One of the key criteria for developing the
flash assembly has been that the output enables detection of
small quantities of surface oil sheens from 5 meters above the
target surface area. Presently this 5 meter limit remaias the
approximate upper boundary for reliable deteclion, although
ongoing iests confim that this detection range may be
extentled in the near future. Other critical components required
for the output/optical subassembly were the parabolic reflector,
which focuses/collimates the broadcast beam on the conical
target area below, and the band pass f ters, .Jr'hich narow tle
output to the desired spectral range. Through laboratory tests
these were successfully selected and htegrated' Combining
n€w and better filter combinatioos remains one of the primary
areas for ongoing research and gains in system improvement.

Similarly, in step with Lhe resuls/lessons leamed during
,/'-\xperiments while developing &e sensor's optical subsystem, a

yrronrietav 
set of photo detectors was selected to provide the

necessary receptor attributes that allow for accurate
measurement ofthe presence of oil.

Once a complete set of solid state components had been
selected and tested, boards and microprocessor designed and
tested, firmware written, and the effects of EMI from the hish
power flasb tube mitigated. we imegrated all the pieces into-a
final sensor package. Anticipated installation envirooments
mandaled that the sensor housi4 be compact, rugged,
weatherproof, and amenable for use in hazardous (explosive)
environments if necessary. A NEMA 4X IP56 pahted steel
housing was selected (approximarely l0xl2xl4 inihes in size)
with the option of using a stafuless steel version of this same
enclosure. The housing was pre-fitted with valve fittings and a
vent, so that a compatible air-purge system could be added to
upgrade the NEMA 4X housing to meet the requi.rements for
installation in Class I Division II hazardous locations. such as
rehneries, whenever required. Subsequent integration of the
sensor into an explosion-proof housing for use in Class I
Division I environnents is also now nearing completion.

The initial system was designed for use with AC power
input, then later modified so that it could be operated using an
integnted DC power source (e.g. batteries, solar panels, and
pow€r management system) for deployments in rernote
settings. For installation convenience and other practical
reasons (such as size and EMI), the DC power system was
eventually housed in a separate woatherproof enclosure that
may be collocated with the sensor, or installed away from the
location of the sensor for oplimal exposure to sunlight for solar
recharge. Similarly when wAeless data communication is used
(e.g. spread specaum radio, satellite, GSM/cellular), the
communications package is housed with the DC power supply
and can be installed for optimal orientation.

The cornmunication interface used basic RS232 protocol,
with a simple set of commands sent to the CPU using
cable/connectors and a computer program zuch as Windows
Hyper Terminal- Eventually 'real world' applications would
prompt us to add RS485 capability, as well as analog outputs
such as 4-20mA or simple dry contact relays (switch closures).
These days wireless data communication is so comnon that
sensors such as ours must be easily adaptable to the remote
communication method best suited to the users needs based on
cost, environment and geographic location- Therefore the
dotection system was designed to output a relatively small
amount of data, and may be specified to operate using auy type
of wjreless communication (e.g. radio, cellular, or satellite), for
periodic or near real-time spill monitoring.

With proof of concept testing and design accomplished,
and a prototlpe built, the next steps were to conduct extensive
1ab and field testing with operational sensors, and ultimately to
engineer and incorporate design changes based on these results
into commercial production units. Critical (and much
appreciated) feedback was gained from consultation with
potential users and early customers such as Shell Oil (refinery
applications) in Australia and Dominion Transnission (remote
gas-compression station applications) in the United States.

Wavelength ------)



Fig. 3. Slick Sleuth- sensor with iniegral DC/solar power and
VHF radio altenna (San Diego Bay).

IV. SELECT TESTS & RESULTS

Both of the sensors two optional optic systems have been
extensively tested for performance with a wide range of
products and in a variety of oonditions. To benchmark
perforrnance for each product, the Slick Sleuth* has been
tested using methods that conform to the US EPA cenification
rnethod. Figure 4 illustrates OTical performance of both optic
systems with a variety of prcducts using this metlod. All tests
were run at a range of 1.6 meters.

Iig. 4. Typical Performance at range of 1.6 meters.

The ffst optical system is designed to be a broad performance
range system, capable of detecting a large number ofproducts.
As can be seen it provides good dotection for a variety of
processed petroleum and vegetable oil products. Its
perfonnance decreases for jet fuels and crude oil, but it still
provides reasonable signal margin. The other optical system is
designed to optimize performance for jet fuels, and as can be
seen in the figure, it does this well while still providing good
perforrnance for all processed petroleum products.

This system also provides improved detection of crude oil. It
should be noted that Figure 4 focuses on performance against
select commercially available products. A wide range of oils
and products have also been tested with comparable results.

A series of tests were conducted to illustrate tvDical
performance of the Slick Sleuth* as a function of range io rhe
water/oil surface. For purposes of detecting oil the difference
between the oil signal and the water signal is the indicator of
the presence of oil. As one would intuitively expect, the sensor
exhibits a very high signal to noise ratio at short distances.
The high srgnal differential at the short distance allows the
Slick Sleuth 

- 
to detect small amounts ofoil and thin or panial

sheens. At a distance of5 meters the signal differential is less
but still signifrcandy above tle self-noise of the instrument,
allowing detection of oil spills, but attenuated sigral return for
detection ofvery small amounts of oil and thin sheens.

V. SUCCESSES & CHALLENGES

As one would expect, there were a lot of 'problem solving
opportunities' that preceded/accompanied our successes during
the development process. One of the challenges with an
ootical sensor is that it must have a clear 'view' of the alea to
be sampled. If the optical path is blocked the detsctor is
effectively rendered 'blind'. Also, the sensor must be mounted
such that it is roughly perpendicular to the surface below (+/-
15'). During testing and field experience we leamed that the
light beam is unaffected by haze, smog or fog, but if the path
interference is too thick for the human eye to see tbrough, it ,^.
will also affect optical sensor perfonnaace. However we were
pleased to leam that substantial blockage does not necessarily \J
disable sensor's ability to monitor and detect oil. In the photo
below (frgure 5), for example, the seosor is peering through a
mctal grate into a containmout sump below. Although signal
retum is attenuated about tbirty percent in this example, the
signal to noise ratio remains the same as with no grate and the
overall qignal loss has no adverse affeot on the detectors ability
to retably differentiate betweetr clean and oil polluted water.

Fig. 5. Slick Sleuth* sensor deployed over grated sump with
real time analog output to control center and automated (relay
contact) valve closue (West Viryinia),
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There are a few other substances that fluoresce similar in
manner to petroleum based fluids. For example white paper

,---- d white fabrics can trigger a false positive (m'uch as a white
^ lhirt glows under black light). Forhrnately items that may

$ause false detection are fewl ald. ar9 not prevalent in typical- deDloment envronments. And in the case of some known
(nin-6 ) pollutants, for example fluids containing fluorescing
rust inhibiton, varying the conflguration of the sensors' optics
may mitigate false detection. Ambient conditions such as
sunlighl waves or water currents have no adverse affect, and
common debris zuch as seaweed, sea foam, driftwood, aad
plastic bags do not cause false detection and have not been
reported to be prcblematic in freld operation.

During setup of the sensor, a "baseline" measurement is
taken (and stored in intemal memory) to establish normal
opemting conditions (eilher with clean water, or \ryith a nomal
level of oily sheen present). Varying water level impacts this
baseline reading in that it causes the ambient baseline to shift
uo or down over time. In order to account for and cancel out
this background shift we implemented the "adaptive baseline"
mode, which in simple terms is a rolling average. For
example, in a cyclical tidal setting the adaptive baseline is
utilized and is norrnally set to a six hour rolling average. In
applications where water may rise more quickly, such as in a
stormwater sewer, the period for the rolling average is
shortened to a time period consistent with the expected
duration (onset/subsidence) of the went.

An unexpected success of the sensor has been its ability to
detect emulsified oils. For example a potential user was

,.--iqterested in the sensor's ability to detect small concentrations
r f emulsifred oil, an issue tbat had recenrly led to a costly

t*:l',:::l*mlf i:lHI,:ffi 'l'ffi ":T'l,TH"#:f"Hhi?
0.1%, as this was the concentration of oil which had led to the
previously mentioned incident. This customer provided us
with samples of various oils, which did indeed become
emulsified when added to water. ln testing the sarnples, the
Slick Sleuth* easily detected each of the emulsified o s at a
concentration of less than 0.1% and was even able to reliably
detect one of the emulsified lubricants at a concentration of
only 0.001%. In fact during these experiments, oil
emulsification actually increased signal retum due to complete
'saturated' coverage within the sampling area.

lt also became apparent that we needed to test deleclion
capability in high flow re€imes (e.9. 4+ knot curre s). The
prototype sensor was originally programmed to sample every
30 seconds. This proved to be impractical for deployments
where water was moving rapidly enough to transport broken
sDills Dast the sensor without detaction. To ovorcome this we
increased the sampling rate and conducted extensive tests using
a flume (approx. 4 knots of current) As a result of our
findings ri.e prograrnmed the sensor for two higher saripling
rate options. For'tontinuous" sampling a 2 Hz sampling
mode ls lsed. ln this sampling mode the shobe is fued twice
each second and the monitor outputs a value for each sample.
Alternatively there is a 5-second sampling rate mode that has
the strobe taking a burst sample (100ms, l0 times) at five

,-lecond intervals. Each burst is averaged before output.

Another adaptation was to develop a software utility
program for users to easily interface with the detector.
Connecting a laptop computer or PC to the sensor is only
necessary during initialization, or when changing settings or
aoubleshooting. While a terminal program (such as Windows
Hypertenn) worked well during ow initial stages of
development (and may still be used), n simfle point and click
GUI has proven much easier to use for laymen and technicians.
This simple point and click program allows usels to adjust
settings for sampling rate, flash intervaVrate, baseline
measurement, offset / detection threshol4 adaptive baseline,
operating modes, logging features, etc. It should also be noted
that there are a number of operating modes available to users
so tle sensor may be optimized for different application
requiremenls. The primary modes are "autonomous" and
"polled', with the fundamental difference being that in
"autonomous mode" the system runs continuously (analog
output is automatically broadcast, commonly for data
acquisition/monitoring via users existing PLC or SCADA
system). Conversely in "polled" mode the remote sensor or
sensor network is norrnally a stand-alone system, which is
queried from a dedicated computer running software used
specifically for system control, data acquisition, alamr
functions, (serial) data presentation and archive, diagnostics,
etc,

VI. APPLICATIONS

The development of this oil spill detection system was
based on the perception that spill monitors would be of utility
in coastal, port and harbor settings. For example single uaits
or sensor networks could be strategically placed to monitor
fuel piers and bunkering facilities, mariae terminals, shipyards,
naval installations, marinas, stormwat€r culverts/outfalls, etc.
After extensive interaction with users and stakeholders, we
aow know that these do iqfact constitute excellent applications
for which Slick Sleuth* senso$ are perfectly suited for
deplolment and remot€ real time monitoring (and are already
operational in many).

The additional range of applications we hadn't fully
anticipated reside more in the realm ofinland waterways and at
oetrochemical and industrial facilities. End uscrs in tbis sector'include: 

refineries, tant farms, power plants, paper and steel
mills, water tJeatrnent plants, food oil plafis, an{ more. Figure
6 shows a typical installation in this sector. Basically any
facility that stores, processes and/or utilizes large quantities of
oil is (or should be) concerned with 100% containment.

There is a need at such plants and facilities to proiect
against spills going u{detected and escaping into the
envirodment, particularly given pending requirements for 'oil-

centric' facilities to update their Spill Prevention Control and
Countermeasure (SPCC) plans, which are mandated and
overseen by the US EPA. The fact is that spills are costly due
to expensive cleanup, mitigation, frnes, and bad publicity. This
constitutes ample justification for utilizing the early waming
detection and alarm capabilities an oil spill sensor provides to
prevent or contain a spill before it becomes a disastrous event.
These sensors can and are being used both to provide a real
time alert, as well as to actuate a mechanical response such as
turning off a pump or closing a valve, so that immediate
preventative oJ corrective action can be taken. This industrial



spil alert scenario (and user base) has had significant impact
on our ongoirg development efforts.

ln additlon to sp l mo toring deploymens in ports,
harbors, and industrial setti:rgs, we envision a third major
application for remote spill detection sensors; protection of
sensitive wildlife habitats and/or aquaculture/frsh farms. In
tJris scenario detecto{s) are deployed beyond or. at the
perimeter of a sensitive habitat such as an estuary, wetlands,
bird sanctuary, or shellfish bed. If a spill encroached upon one
of these areas on an incoming tide the remote alert would
trigger planned contingency response action in time to avert
catastrophic damage and casualties to wildlife and natural
resources. The spill detectors ar€ an eady waming defense
mechanism in keeping with an areas contingency plan (ACP),
such as those that already exist for designated areas in
California (and include featues such as pre-booming).

ln meeting rhe design goals we targeted for ourselves and
having successfully produced a non-contact spill detection
system, v/o're convinced lhat this mechanism will prove to bo
beneficial in each ofthese applications.

Fig. 6. Slick Sleuthl sensor deployed over refinery cooling
water catch basin/outfall. (Photo couriesy of Shell Oil,
Australia.)

VII. CONCLUSION

The principa! upon which our sensor is based is not new
science. However, the methodology aod application of this
technology in our sensor package is new. We are now
confident tlat we've demonstrated the many advantages to a
non-contact sensor, and are endeavoring to exploit these
advaniages. We were rewarded by achieving some of the goals
we set for ourselves, but in the process rediscovered tlat
development is a long, arduous and not inexpensive process.
Thus tlere is great hope lhis sensor will meet the needs of
many and varied users, for a wide variety of applications.. 'and
of course our work is not done.. .

Plamed isprovements for the system we now know as
"Slick Sleuth '' include conrinued rehnement of tle ootics-
increased signal to noise mtio, and increased detection range,
Further to these ongoing system improvements, we anticipate
adapting current design for additional applications such as
those in the offshore environment. There has been a eood deal
of inrcrest expressed by platform operators, and alieady the
frst system will soon be installed and operational on a series of
offshore loading buoys.

There is consistent interest as well in the ability to
quantifu (and even identify) the concentration of oil detected.
When we set out to develop this sensor, our primary intent was
to quali$ the presence of oil, No or Yes, Green or Red, and to
sound an alarm when trace oil is detected (Yes/Red!). As zuch,
the detector is desigaed to qualift when oil is present (and
based on increasing signal strength to differentiate between
light sheens, slicks, and significant slicks, -providing increased
signal output accordingly). However given that requirements
for PPM measurement are a &equent roquiement, we are
working on the correlation between amount of oil a:rd signal
strength to derive a meaningful output for quantification.

Milestones include recently having certified these sensors
to EPA defined standards, which required successfirlly
comploting EPA's "Standard Test Procedwes for Evaluating
Leak Detection Methods". In adfition to achieving
conformance with EPA requAements, Slick Sleuth- now hai
"patent pending" in the USA aad intemationally to protect
against technological and intellectual property infriageme*s.
Other changes are sure to follow as a result of continued
development, as more feedback is provided by end users, and
as appropriate new application come to light.

Only the future will te1l, but we are enthusiastic to have
successfully developed a non contact spill detection sensor,
now available for oil spili prevention/mininization, to be used
for a wide raage of applications and beneficiaries based on
demand for a cost-effective, reliable, non contact sensor
solution.
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